NOBEL
position as the only explosive used in certain Swedish mines, where
the nature of the rock made it highly desirable to use a particularly
powerful explosive. Nobel accordingly continued to work at the
discovery of an explosive which would combine the high power of
nitro-glycerine with the comparative safety in handling of dynamite.
His efforts were crowned with success when in 1875 he discovered
blasting gelatine, a collodial solution of nitro-cellulose in nitro-
glycerine.
This discovery of Nobel's, according to the story frequently
retailed in technical literature dealing with the subject, has
also been ascribed to a pure accident. Nobel is supposed to
have accidentally mixed nitro-glycerine with a collodion solution
whereby a gelatinous mass was spontaneously formed. According
to Nobel's verbal and written statements, constantly repeated, this
story has no foundation in fact. Nobel's version of the course of
eyents was as follows. He had already thought of using a mixture
of guncotton and nitro-glycerine, and indeed such a mixture is
mentioned in his first nitro-glycerine patent; but the absorbent
capacity of ordinary guncotton proved inadequate for nitro-
glycerine, and he failed to produce a solution of such guncotton
in nitro-glycerine.
One day when working in his laboratory he cut his finger and
applied collodion to the wound. The pain in his finger kept him
awake at night and he lay pondering over the problem which was
always in his thoughts ; how to find a suitable means of combining
guncotton with nitro-glycerine. He hit upon the idea that this
might possibly be done more successfully with nitro-cellulose
of low nitration such as the collodion which he had just used.
He went down to his laboratory at four o'clock in the morning
and when his assistant Fehrenbach arrived at the usual time
Nobel was able to show him the first specimen of blasting gelatine
which, in accordance with the methods which he usually adopted
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